
The Ultimate Guide to Finding The Best Tile
Leveling System For You
Tiling is a skill that requires precision and accuracy. It is an art form that can
transform a space and add elegance to any room. However, achieving a
seamless and professional look can be challenging, especially if you're not using
the right tools. That's where tile leveling systems come in.

Tile leveling systems help ensure that your tiles are perfectly leveled and aligned.
They eliminate the dreaded lippage, which is the difference in height between
adjacent tiles. Whether you're a professional tiler or a DIY enthusiast, investing in
a reliable tile leveling system is essential to achieve professional-looking results.

What is a Tile Leveling System?

A tile leveling system consists of various components that work together to level
tiles and ensure uniform spacing. The main components usually include leveling
clips, wedges, or straps, depending on the type of leveling system you choose.
These tools are designed to hold the tiles in place, preventing them from sinking
or shifting during the drying process.
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The benefits of using a tile leveling system are numerous. Firstly, they help save
time, as they enable you to tile faster and more efficiently. Secondly, they promote
consistency and uniformity, resulting in a professional finish. Additionally, by
preventing lippage, they enhance safety and prevent tripping hazards.

Choosing the Right Tile Leveling System

With several tile leveling systems available on the market, it can be overwhelming
to choose the best one for your needs. To make the selection process easier,
here are some factors to consider:

1. Types of Tile Leveling Systems

There are primarily two types of tile leveling systems: clip-based systems and
wedge-based systems. Clip-based systems, like the popular Raimondi Leveling
System, use leveling clips to hold the tiles in place. Wedge-based systems, like
the Peygran Leveling System, rely on wedges and straps to achieve the desired
levelness. Understanding the differences between these two types will help you
choose the one that suits your project requirements.

2. Project Size

The size of your tiling project will also play a role in determining the most suitable
leveling system. Some systems are better suited for smaller projects, while others
are designed for larger areas. Consider the size of your project, whether it's a
small bathroom or an entire floor, to ensure you choose a leveling system that
can handle the job efficiently.

3. Tile Thickness
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The thickness of your tiles is another crucial factor to consider when selecting a
leveling system. Different systems have specific tile thickness requirements, and
using a system that is not compatible with your tiles can lead to ineffective
leveling. Make sure to check the compatibility to ensure a seamless installation.

4. Budget

Tile leveling systems come at various price points, so it's important to determine
your budget in advance. Consider the value for money, as some premium
systems may offer additional features and durability that justify the higher price.
However, if you're working on a tight budget, there are also more budget-friendly
options available that still provide satisfactory results.

5. User-Friendliness

When choosing a tile leveling system, consider its ease of use. Look for systems
that are simple and intuitive, with clear instructions. Some systems may require
specialized tools, while others rely on manual force. Consider your level of
experience and choose a system that you feel comfortable using.

The Best Tile Leveling Systems Available

Now that you know what to consider when selecting a tile leveling system, let's
explore some of the top options available on the market:

1. Raimondi Leveling System

The Raimondi Leveling System is a popular choice among professionals due to
its efficiency and durability. It works with clip-based technology, ensuring that your
tiles stay perfectly leveled during the installation process. With a wide range of
clips and wedges available, it caters to various tile thicknesses and project sizes.

2. Peygran Leveling System



The Peygran Leveling System is known for its versatility and ease of use. It is a
wedge-based system that uses straps to hold the tiles in place. The straps can be
easily adjusted and repositioned, making it ideal for projects that require frequent
adjustments. It works well with different tile thicknesses and provides reliable
results.

3. Tuscan Leveling System

The Tuscan Leveling System is another excellent choice for achieving a
flawlessly level surface. It uses leveling clips and wedges to ensure consistent
spacing and levelness. It offers excellent tile coverage and is suitable for both
small and large tiling projects.

4. PerfectLevel Master

The PerfectLevel Master is a highly-rated tile leveling system known for its
precision and reliability. It features a wedge-based design and is compatible with
various tile thicknesses. It comes with a reusable leveling plier, which adds
convenience and ease to the installation process.

Investing in a reliable tile leveling system is crucial for achieving professional and
polished tiling results. Whether you're a professional tiler or a DIY enthusiast,
using the right tools can make a significant difference in the outcome of your
project. Consider your project size, budget, tile thickness, and user-friendliness
when selecting a tile leveling system.

With the various options available, such as the Raimondi Leveling System,
Peygran Leveling System, Tuscan Leveling System, and PerfectLevel Master,
you can find a system that suits your needs and helps you achieve perfectly
leveled and aligned tiles. So go ahead, choose the best tile leveling system and
create stunning tile installations!
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Carl Anders from renowned tiling tutorial website - Tilersplace.com, writes about
the best tiling leveling systems available in 2015. See the difference in materials
and which system suits for your tiles. From porcelain tile to ceramic, mosaic and
stone, these tile leveling systems will work great for any project.
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